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JK: In your writing you have criticized immersive VR technologies for their dream of detachment from human flesh and their rhetoric of command and control. Do you think your critical assessment is relevant to today’s media artworks and communication technologies based on VR?

SP: The 1990s was the formative decade for interactive art and digital culture, and throughout I critiqued both the technology and the rhetoric around the technology. Many theorists were expounding utopian ideas of convergence, social harmony, world peace, spiritual redemption or collective intelligence. This worried me because while the technology was ostensibly new, the rhetoric was just another chapter in 200 years of techno-utopianism. Theodore Roszak quotes a poem about the steam train from the 1830s, “steel and her handmaid steam will make utopia only half a dream” and will “…bring peace on every line.” 1 If you change key words to “Internet” and “Computer” it sounds like the rhetoric of the 1990s.

There was a preoccupation with “virtuality” and “the virtual”. In hindsight, Virtual Reality was a 1990s problem which has since largely disappeared. In my analysis, the construction of the virtual was in large part a result of an incomplete technology. Situated social space is richly complex. We communicate and share our intelligence via different sensorial qualities, gestures, tone of voice, gaze, and movement. In comparison, the virtual realm, which was increasingly complex, had different qualities.

By the end of the 1990s, two important things happened. Technologies that had been the subject of intense research and speculation were finally bearing fruit: sensor based and mobile technologies, improved web and internet services, and vastly improved graphics processing. The net result was a collapsing of the virtual back into the real. It became clear through networked virtual worlds and multi-user gaming that the dream of full body immersion was an obsessive engineers dream. Some of the arguments for such immersion turned out to be technologically intractable and culturally unnecessary. The experience of sitting at a small screen could be ‘immersive’ and much cheaper than the technologically intensive wrap-around stereo of VR. The Virtual Reality technologies of the 1990s were, if you like, dinosaurs. They were adapted to a certain environment and smaller more

efficient species made them obsolete. The gaming PC, the little hot-blooded rat, was cheaper and more successful.

JK: Do you think that mobile media are amenable to augmenting the user’s embodied interaction with the digital world?

SP: Mobile media has enabled the meshing of the virtual with embodied social experience. I no longer think in terms of making the virtual accessible because it’s increasingly integrated into the social fabric.

JK: In your essay in the First Person anthology you argue that body training given in the first-person shooting games such as Quake by the collusion between the military computer simulation and interactive entertainment has an enduring and strong effect. How do you think we can deal with this harmful effect of video games? And in what ways can media art contribute to intervening in this situation?

SP: My point was to assert the need to be clear about the techno-historical roots of such entertainment. Not simply that it is militarized technology but that it inheres an industrialized relationship with the world. And that is not surprising because in most contexts computers in industry increase efficiency, increase production, reduce downtime, and streamline the productivity of the human. It’s a man-machine interaction in the original sense of the SAGE system and the military applications of the 1960s, where people are harnessed to machines. It’s really not so different from Charlie Chaplin in Modern Times. Just because it’s a digital machine doesn’t mean the logic of production is different. If we see that the vast numbers of computers in the world are deployed in work environments to increase efficiency: the technology comes complete with a structuring of human behavior. If you take those technologies and say now play with it, you also import those relations to the technology and an ethos of efficient productivity.

That said, I think that humans and human culture are infinitely creative in their relations to emerging technologies and new cultural practices constantly emerge which push and pull the technologies in different ways. It is easy to see that the first generation of gaming would adopt and adapt the existing structures. But I also believe that gaming is very likely to be the cultural form which defines the 21st century, in the same way that cinema defined the 20th century. We then must view the gaming that we are doing now as like the work of Melies and the Lumiere Brothers in relation to cinema. I fully expect that we will have our Buñuel and our great game authors, our Shakespeares of mobile gaming.

JK: A James Joyce of online gaming.

SP: Exactly. People are now naturalized to networked digital interaction as children. As they grow and become more culturally and intellectually sophisticated, they want more. That is quite clear when we look at some of the emerging complex gaming systems, and
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the way people are détourning the game’s social environments; we are seeing the emergence of a fascinating new culture.

JK: What can media arts do in relation to that largely popular and commercial art form?

SP: I think that we can critically address elision and lacunae by presenting models of other possibilities. One of the things that I do in my work, is to create environments of play, but predicated on the different ideas of what play is. They are involved with dynamic bodily movements and a playful interaction that does not involve scoring or oppositional structures.

JK: After hearing your presentation, I think one of the most important issues is how to translate this sort of new idea of consciousness into the user’s behavior, and how to make this sort of artwork with the new machine.

SP: Coming to interactive artwork from a background in sculpture, performance, and installation, I’ve always been struck by the conflict between the paradigms of embodied engagement with practice, both as a maker and as one who experiences the work and the paradigms that are inherent in technologies. I felt that underlying the fundamental premises of computer technology is the acceptance of Cartesian dualism, the separation of the mind and body. This separation is written right into the technology as hardware and software. It is inscribed into the fundamental premises of computer science.

This separation is also reflected in the history of the psychology of perception and also, to some extent in the history of fine arts. The western perspectival view proposes a single, powerful viewing position, and that authoritative gaze position is only possible at a distance from the object. It is worth noting that only by taking a small slice of the world can that perspectival representation remain coherent. That is a technical argument from the history of painting. But when we start to do interactive art, we can no longer maintain that distance. We are in the middle of the experience, temporally and spatially. So the perspectival objectivist position is no longer tenable. Nor is the paradigm of contemplative perception, which says, ‘I sit here as a passive individual and information about the world flows in to me an unproblematic way.’

Part of my project has been to try to find theoretical resources to build a new aesthetics around a rejection of these premises to formulate what I refer to as an ‘aesthetics of behavior’. It is premised on the idea that when we use real time computational technologies for cultural practice we are doing a new aesthetic practice, which involves the designing of behavior. We are somehow building a contingent model for what might happen in the world, and how our system might respond in order to direct the aesthetic attention of the user to a direction consistent with the artwork itself. It is a complex and new aesthetic negotiation of the dynamics of interaction and authorial intent. There is no such thing as a neutral artwork: you make an artwork to say something. But if the user has the freedom to explore in a space rather than be placed in a passive position while the information is poured in, then you have to rebuild the strategies of the artist. This is
crucially important if you want to build in a theoretically coherent way - you cannot subscribe to a western perspectivalism or a Victorian psychology of perception.

I’ve turned to cybernetics, to phenomenology, to enactive cognition. I find the work of authors like Francisco Varela, Mark Johnson, George Lakoff, Alva Noë, and Andy Clark useful, as they address emerging neuro-scientific research that is giving rise to a new cognitive neuroscience called enactive cognition. It is premised on the non-separation of perception and action, it is a constant loop. That scenario is also descriptive of interaction. I want to build a new aesthetics that is rooted in that approach to “being.” Andy Pickering, a sociologist of science, talks about the British cyberneticians, Gordon Pask, Grey Walter, Ross Ashby, and Stafford Beer, and he says that the difference between their science and normative science was that normative science functions in a representational mode, and the British cyberneticians functioned in a performative mode. For me that shift from the representational ontology to the performative ontology informs a new logic that underlies the aesthetics.

JK: I see this opposition between the representative and the performative in some of your works, such as *Traces*, *Fugitive*, *Body Electric*, all of which set into motion the user’s performative role. You said that “the goal of *Traces* to combine the bodily immediacy of dancing with the spatial experience of sculpture.” Is this idea influenced by 1970s conceptual video art that questioned the whole process of creating the artwork and the viewer, disoriented both the viewer and the artist, and experimented with spatial variables of artwork artist practices?

SP: I am a product of my history no doubt. As an art student my education was informed by the cultural revolution of the 60s. One part of that revolution was conceptual art. Another part was a questioning of bodily presence, such as embodiment, physical context, and social context. With hindsight, I see a bifurcation in the 60s between artists concerned with situation and embodiment, and the work of the conceptualists preoccupied with abstract reasoning. (Many) conceptualists aspired to removing matter from art. Donald Judd said ‘Everything sculpture has, my work doesn’t’. They were opposed to material instantiation. That’s very Cartesian. They thus had a kinship with Artificial Intelligence, which was also on the rise at the same time. But other aspects of that 60s explosion were concerned with social and bodily context. I’m influenced by those ideas. I think that every other media artist who came from that background was also influenced by those ideas.

JK: It reminds me of works by Vito Acconci, Joan Jonas, Maria Abramovic, and others, all of whom created the artworks that call into question the relationship between the artist and the viewer, and the viewer’s interaction with the space.

SP: Which brings up the relation between the screenal and the pictorial and how that connects with the enactive embodied approach. For instance, in a project like *Fugitive* I was very conscious that I wanted to create an experience that disrupted the fixation of the
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user on a fetishized screenal space. In part, *Fugitive* was a critique of certain aspects of the rhetoric of virtual reality: the architectonic nature of the virtual space, combined with the reduction of the identity of the user to a single xyz point in the space, disembodied the user (contrary to the rhetoric of the VR). Users had to submit to a highly disciplined order of the virtual world. It wasn’t freedom, you could only move in a pre-designed way. You became a passive viewer. (I would play Iggy Pop’s song, “I am the Passenger, I travel under glass” to illustrate this syndrome). When I built *Fugitive*, I did not want to create a structured visual environment that disciplined the user to move in certain ways. The illusion of fugitive is incomplete and discontinuous precisely because I wanted the structuring continuity to be that of the user’s embodiment through time, not the spatio-temporal continuity of the visual experience. I wanted to turn the attention of the user back on the temporal continuity of her embodiment in space, rather than on an illusory screenal space.

Fugitive raises questions about the paradigm of the cinema. Although I have theorized this position, I admit it is slightly pathological. I feel uncomfortable in the cinema because my innate response to my visual experiences is disciplined. When you are presented with an affectively powerful cinematic experience, there’s an internalized suppression. You sit and you take it. You have no possibility to act. For me that scenario of cinematic consumption is highly disciplined. I have tried to allow action and response back in.

JK: Against the notion the interface of frame and screen, based on the perspectival system…

SP: That’s right, as a viewer in the cinema, the perspectival window is reproduced. It’s a reversal of the powerful exterior viewpoint, because you are not in it, but yet you are subject to it.

JK: Concerning your ongoing intervention of anti-cinema in your work, what deconstructive cinema apparatus is apparent in your work such as *Ceci N’est Pas Un Oiseau*? How does it relate to Expanded Cinema from the 1960s to the present, and how does it differ?

SP: One of my goals in works like *Ceci N’est Pas Un Oiseau* was to play with the thresholds between the illusion of movement and the static image. I tuned the speed of the images to the threshold of persistence of vision: you could consciously play with whether you saw a moving image or a sequence of still images. I wanted to deconstruct the cinematic illusion. Another method of deconstruction in that work was to present the machinery that created the illusion with the screenal space. Instead of making that machinery invisible and subject to a suspension of disbelief, I foregrounded it. It’s noisy and it’s bright. I also wanted to make the screen more sculptural so it couldn’t be an illusory window. It was an object in the space. The work comprised two objects, one was
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the screen object, and the other was the projector object. I wanted to represent the whole
 cinematic system.

Similarly, in *Fugitive*, a pan sequence is played back on a circular wall, at a
corresponding angle to the original shot. It’s cinematography in reverse. If I take a full
360° pan shot and show it on a normal fixed screen, the images move across the screen,
and intellectually I have to reconstruct that as I am moving, I am rotating in the space.
One of things I hoped to do in *Fugitive* was to unwrap that aspect of the cinematic
illusion.

JK: Many researchers coming from cinema studies have a narrow range of knowledge
about the diversity of current media arts. They tend to associate all the trends of media
arts or the expansion of cinema as fundamentally screenal, but there are many other
trends that go beyond it.

SP: Certainly a significant number of first generation media art theorists had a film theory
background, and that has led to accentuating filmic aspects of media art and ignoring or
remaining oblivious of other aspects. In the early 1990s, no one was writing about media
art, and artists had to theorize their own field. As with any new field, theorists entered
from different disciplines and film theory has been a strong influence. The problem is
that film theory orients the attention of the audience to the similarities between media art
and film. If you say that media art is just another screenal media, you miss the parts that
I’m trying to pay attention to. The term media art is dangerous, because I don’t think of
what I do as working with media. The concept of media constrains me in a way I’m not
interested in. Unfortunately, one’s always looking for descriptive terms that are brief and
succinct. I try to use the term digital cultural practices—a little clunky.

JK: What attracted you to the idea of the digital trace or the digital specter?

SP: In *Traces*, the motivation came out of my critique of virtual reality. The rhetoric of
embodiment was false because while you were presented with a visual stereoscopic
environment, which was somewhat immersive, you were reduced to almost nothing, a
single xyz point in space. I wanted to build a system in which the computational system
recognized the full volumetric and gestural nature of the body, so I built the multi-camera
vision system for the CAVE. This captured in real-time the volumetric and gestural
nature of the body and then used that only to change the stereoscopic representations in
the space. What the viewer experienced was a manipulated record of their spatial
occupancy and gesture. I was thinking of Marey’s chronophonographs when I began the
work, so one of the images provoking the project was the idea of a 3D time-lapse
photography, a record of one’s movement through space captured as a virtual sculptural
form. I still find that idea beautiful.

The works arise from taking a critical position with respect to technologies and rhetorics,
*Traces* is positioned in a critical way with respect to the contemporary virtual reality
projects of the day. Navigation through Virtual Worlds was paradigmatically the VR
experience. In *Traces* there is no (architectonic) virtual world and no navigation. In
making that project we used a commercial authoring environment for the CAVE called CaveLib. But it turned out that 80% of it was designed around the idea that doing VR was building virtual architectural spaces and putting texture mapped panels on them. We did not have any virtual architecture, nor any virtual texture map panels. As a result, most of the code for Traces, like most of the code in most of my works, is completely custom because the goals were different.

JK: The notion of “the avatar as semi-autonomous agent” is one of the essential notions of your Traces and in other works, by which you explored immersive bodily interaction with computational systems. Could you give us a more detailed account of this notion? I’m wondering whether this agent is different from the “artificial life” which appears in a number of practices of contemporary Bio-Art, or Genetic Art.

SP: The thought around autonomous agents, and the thought around artificial life are separate, but related. Artificial life as a practice and a theoretical approach emerged in the late 80s and the early 90s attempting to address the shortcomings of traditional artificial intelligence. There was quite radical research done in the late 80s and the early 90s by people like Luc Steels, Rodney Brooks, and Pattie Maes. They abandoned the objectivist, top-down conception of artificial intelligence approaches because it simply wasn’t working for robotics. At the time I was building Petit Mal and the project had similarities with their research. Although those motivations were coming out of my practice as an installation artist, they were consistent with the critique that these people had of conventional robotics. So somewhat accidentally, I found myself among the forefront of radical robotics thinking.

You could say that Petit Mal is an autonomous agent and a realization of an artificial life entity. Not simply in the sense that it manifests some behavior that is life-like, but that it has a bottom-up logic - it doesn’t conform to a traditional artificial intelligence way of viewing the world, sometimes referred to as the sense-map-plan-act paradigm. It is reactive in the way that an insect or an animal is reactive. It is consistent with reactive robotics, which was a response to the over-reasoned over-complex computational solutions of the previous generation of artificial intelligence.

While the term agent has been applied in many ways, I was mostly preoccupied with socially situated synthetic entities. Autonomous agents had their own agendas and worked in their own native space. It wasn’t a mirroring or prosthetic sort of control, like an avatar. Some of the entities that we included in Traces, I called ‘semi-autonomous agents’ because I was concerned with creating synthetic entities that you could influence or interact with. They were not ‘autonomous agents’ over which one could have no influence.

JK: So your notion of the semi-autonomous agent was developed during your initial work in robotics. I’m wondering whether Petit Mal is influenced not simply by neurology, but also by Dadaism. It’s key materials, such as pendulums and bicycle wheels, and its
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elaborate but unpredictable movement, remind me of “machines out of order” made by Marcel Duchamp and Francis Picabia.

SP: I’ve been quite critical of Duchamp. I’m certainly critical of that tradition of representation of machines in Modernism through to mid-20th Century, and in particular I think that representation is characterized by Jean Tinguely. Jean Tinguely was famous in the 1950s and 1960s for making crazy machine sculptures. Tinguely’s work lampoons the machine. It reflects an insecurity with the machine, because the power of the machine is an ability to be perfect, and consistently repeatably perfect. I have felt, from the early days, that mechanical, electro mechanical and electronic technologies provided me with resources to do new kinds of artwork. While I have a critique of industrialism and the machine, I didn’t want to create simplistic Luddite representations. I really wanted to make machines that worked properly, but worked as cultural gestures. So that is the answer to the first part of the question. The second part of the question…

JK: I’m wondering why you turned your attention from robotics to the machine vision.

Coming from a history of making artifacts, I have a deep commitment to manipulating matter. I like to work metal, I like to build things, I like to design and build things and see that they are successful. But if I wanted to add a new behavior to Petit Mal, I would have to spend three months prototyping and building new hardware components. In the image world, you can simply change the code, and have a new behavior. There is a certain freedom and flexibility in the world of computer-based imagery which is attractive. That was the motivation for moving from mechanisms and electronics to building an environment like Fugitive. Another piece, Sympathetic Sentience, is an experiment in emergent complex behavior very much in the tradition of artificial life. It is a community of artificial life organisms. They are little circuit boards, totally custom hardware electronics. I move back and forth between my commitment to the manipulation of matter and artifacts and the sort of flexibility that computer graphics and coding permit.

When I built my first machine vision system, none of these things were available commercially. Machine vision was at the cutting edge of robotics research. In the mid 1990s, my collaborators (Jamie Schulte and Andre Bernhardt) and I managed to make a real-time, machine vision system using a 166 MHz PC which we used in the first iteration of Fugitive. It was a significant technical achievement. It is quite extraordinary that 10 years later, systems like the ones I spent years building, can now be purchased from a computer store and plugged into your PC.

The sensor based interaction paradigms and systems that I and other media artists developed (such as Rafael Lozano Hemmer, Perry Hoberman, the Pares brothers and others) in the 1990s are now reflected in the Wii and other vision based interface devices. From an art historical or history of technology perspective, the history of innovation by media artists is constantly erased. There are many examples of fundamental technical research done by artists, which is forgotten and then reinvented 10 to 30 years later in commercial and academic contexts. An early example is the robotic artist Edward Ihnatowicz who lived in London. In the early 1970s he built a reactive robotic sculpture
called *The Senster. The Senster* embodied ideas that the academic and industrial robotic communities would not address for 30 years. Because he was a very prescient visionary, nobody knew where to put his work. It is dangerous to be too far ahead of your time.

JK: In an essay written in 1996 you concluded, “Is the web the environment where interactive art will settle? Only time will tell.” How do you see today’s explosion of networked multimedia dominated by user-generated content - blog, weblog, and YouTube - in terms of their role in artistic possibilities?

SP: I suspect that the project of interactive art, like the project of virtual reality, might have had its historical moment.In the 1990s was that artists were actively exploring the formal dimensions of these new possibilities. A whole community of artists, some of them forgotten and some of them now famous, did fundamental research into the modalities of interactive, immersive, sensor-based, cultural practices. Clearly, the web/internet has emerged as a fundamental new technology of the 21st century. Art can exist in that environment, but it is a highly codified environment, and there is still a huge opportunity for research art practices that do not conform to the web’s constraints. I’m also dubious about the ongoing preoccupation with telematics and I want to offer some corrective to that. In everyday life there are direct physical connections with other people, physical artifacts and environments. I have worked in real-time telematic interaction, tele-robotics, and all sorts of other things, but increasingly I find that work unsatisfying. At at this point, I can’t think of a telematic practice that is really culturally progressive or offers new ideas. Multi-user gaming seems a more interesting cultural form than live telematic music performance.

There have been some profound telematic artworks, and some of the most interesting were very early, such as *Hole- In-Space* by Kit Galloway and Sherrie Rabinowitz, in 1980. It was a real-time satellite event between Los Angeles and New York, with two shop windows with live audio and video, by satellite, and cost thousands of dollars. You had people walking down the street in NY looking at live video of people in shorts and t-shirts in LA. It was dark in NY and light in LA. They saw the people in the image going “Oh what’s that” and they realized that there was a real-time connection. It was astonishing at the time. It was a utilization of telematic technology as a public artwork that was really remarkable,

JK: This reminds me of a passage in your article entitled “Agents as Artworks and Agent Design as Artistic Practice” where you say, “some works are so simple that it is easy to understand but immediately boring (while) others are so complex that the average user cannot discern the way in which they work.” To address this you offer your idea of
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auto-pedagogic interface. Is this dilemma still pervasive in the contemporary media art scene? And do you have a more developed idea of the auto-pedagogic interface?

SP: I wrote that paper in 1997. It was a reflection on the previous 7 or 8 years of interactive art practices. As I mentioned, it was a time when artists were exploring the formal dimensions of the new technologies. I noted the need to develop an aesthetics of behavior which is rich and complex, and I still believe that is an important task. It was relevant at the time because we were making novel interfaces that people had never experienced before. In my conception of an artwork, you engage it directly. The challenge was how to create an interesting and engaging experience for a person without making users read a manual or do a tutorial.

What has changed is that people are now naturalized to certain kinds of interaction with digital machines. It’s a literacy, they know what to do. Once they are naturalized to specific modalities of interaction, they are not confused by the formal dimensions of the system. In such contexts that question has gone away. I continue to make novel interfaces so for me the question remains - how do we design for the richness of the unfolding experience of the user. Part of that could involve an increase in the complexity of the dynamics of interaction. I think it’s still an important theoretical and aesthetic question.